This paper focuses on argument component classification for transcribed spoken classroom discussions, with the goal of automatically classifying student utterances into claims, evidence, and warrants. We show that an existing method for argument component classification developed for another educationally-oriented domain performs poorly on our dataset. We then show that feature sets from prior work on argument mining for student essays and online dialogues can be used to improve performance considerably. We also provide a comparison between convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks when trained under different conditions to classify argument components in classroom discussions. While neural network models are not always able to outperform a logistic regression model, we were able to gain some useful insights: convolutional networks are more robust than recurrent networks both at the character and at the word level, and specificity information can help boost performance in multi-task training.
Introduction
Although there is no universally agreed upon definition, argument mining is an area of natural language processing which aims to extract structured knowledge from free-form unstructured language. In particular, argument mining systems are built with goals such as: detecting what parts of a text express an argument component, known as argument component identification; categorizing arguments into different component types (e.g. claim, evidence), known as argument component classification; understanding if/how different components are connected to form an argumentative structure (e.g. using evidence to support/attack a claim), known as argument relation identification. The development and release to the public of corpora and annotations in recent years have contributed to the increasing interest in the area.
One domain in which argument mining is rarely found in the literature is educational discussions. Classroom discussions are a part of students' daily life, and they are a common pedagogical approach for enhancing student skills. For example, studentcentered classroom discussions are an important contributor to the development of students' reading, writing, and reasoning skills in the context of English Language Arts (ELA) classes (Applebee et al., 2003; Reznitskaya and Gregory, 2013) . This impact is reflected in students' problem solving and disciplinary skills (Engle and Conant, 2002; Murphy et al., 2009; Elizabeth et al., 2012) . With the increasing importance of argumentation in classrooms, especially in the context of studentcentered discussions, automatically performing argument component classification is a first step for building tools aimed at helping teachers analyze and better understand student arguments, with the goal of improving students' learning outcomes.
Many current argument mining systems focus on analyzing argumentation in student essays Gurevych, 2014, 2017; Litman, 2015, 2018) , online dialogues (Swanson et al., 2015; McLaren et al., 2010; Ghosh et al., 2014; Lawrence and Reed, 2017) , or in the legal domain (Ashley and Walker, 2013; Palau and Moens, 2009) . A key difference between these studies and our work consists in the source of linguistic content: although we analyze written transcriptions of discussions, the original source for our corpora consists of spoken, multi-party, educational discussions, and the difference in cognitive skills and grammatical structure between written and spoken language (Biber, 1988; Chafe and Tannen, 1987) introduces additional complexity.
Our work and previous research studies on student essays share the trait of analyzing argumentation in an educational context. However, while student essays are typically written by an individual student, in classroom discussions arguments are formed collaboratively between multiple parties (i.e. multiple students and possibly teachers). While our work shares the multi-party context in which arguments are made with research aimed at argument mining in online dialogues, prior online dialogue studies have not been contextualized in the educational domain.
Given these differences, we believe that argument mining models for student essays and online dialogues will perform poorly when directly applied to educational discussions. However, since similarities between the domains do exist, we expect that features exploited by such argument mining models can help us in classifying argument components in classroom discussions. Moreover, unlike the other two domains, we have access to labels belonging to a different (but related) class, specificity, which we can try to incorporate in argumentation models to boost performance.
Our contributions are as follows. We first experimentally evaluate the performance of an existing argument mining system developed for essay scoring (named wLDA) when applied off-the-shelf to predict argument component labels for transcribed classroom discussions. We then analyze the performance obtained when using the same features as wLDA to train a classifier specifically on our dataset. We combine the wLDA feature set with features used in argument mining in the context of online dialogues and show that they are able to capture some of the similarities between online dialogues and our domain, and considerably improve the model. We then evaluate two neural network models in several different scenarios pertaining to their input modality, the inclusion of handcrafted features, and the effect of multi-task learning when including specificity information.
Related Work
With respect to the educational domain, previous studies in argument mining were largely aimed at student essays. Persing and Ng (2015) studied argument strength with the ultimate goal of automated essay scoring. Stab and Gurevych (2014) performed argument mining on student essays by first jointly performing argument component identification and classification, then predicting argument component relations. Nguyen and Litman (2015) developed an argument mining system for analyzing student persuasive essays based on argument words and domain words. While domain words are used only in a specific topic, argument words are used across multiple topics and represent indicators of argumentative content. They later proposed an improved version of the system (2016), which we will refer to as wLDA, by exploiting features able to abstract over specific essay topics and improve cross-topic performance. While our current work is also aimed at developing argument mining systems in the educational context, we focus on educational discussion instead of student essays. Our work also differs in the argument component types used: we analyze claims, evidence, and warrants, while prior studies mostly focused on claims and premises. The inclusion of warrants is particularly important to explicitly understand how students use them to connect evidence to claims. As such, we do not expect prior models to work well on our corpus, although some of the features might still be useful. Also, while some of the previously proposed systems address multiple subproblems simultaneously, e.g. argument component identification and argument component classification, we only focus on argument component classification. Swanson et al. (2015) developed a model for extracting argumentative portions of text from online dialogues, which were later used for summarizing the multiple argument facets. Misra et al. (2015) analyzed dyadic online forum discussions to detect central propositions and argument facets. analyzed user-generated web discourse data from several sources by performing micro-level argumentation mining. While these prior works analyze multiparty discussions, the discussions are neither originally spoken nor in an educational context.
Like other areas of natural language processing, argument mining is experiencing an increase in the development of neural network models. Niculae et al. (2017) used a factor graph model which was parametrized by a recurrent neural network. Daxenberger et al. (Daxenberger et al., 2017) investigated the different conceptualizations of claims in several domains by analyzing in-domain and cross-domain performance of recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks, in addition to other models. Schulz et al. (Schulz et al., 2018) analyzed the impact of using multitask learning when training on a limited amount of labeled data. In a similar way, we develop several convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network models, and also experiment with multitask learning. More detailed comparisons will be given in Section 4.
Dataset
We collected 73 transcripts of text-based classroom discussions, i.e. discussions centered on a text or literature piece (e.g. play, speech, book), for ELA high school level classes. Some of the transcripts were gathered from published articles and dissertations, while the rest originated from videos which were transcribed by one of our annotators (see below). While detailed demographic information for students participating in each discussion was not available, our dataset consists of a mix of small group (16 out of 73) versus whole class (57/73) discussions, both teacher-mediated (64/73) versus student only (9/73). Additionally, the discussions originated in urban schools (28/73), suburban schools (42/73), and schools located in small towns (3/73).
The unit of analysis for our work is argument move, which consists of a segment of text containing an argumentative discourse unit (ADU) (Peldszus and Stede, 2013) . Starting with transcripts broken down into turns at talk, an expert annotator segmented turns at talk into multiple argument moves when necessary: turns at talk containing multiple ADUs have been segmented into several argument moves, each consisting of a single ADU. Turn segmentation effectively corresponds to argument component identification, and it is carried out manually. We conducted a reliability study on turn segmentation with two annotators on a subset of the dataset consisting of 53 transcripts. The reliability analysis resulted in Krippendorff α U = 0.952 (Krippendorff, 2004) , which shows that turns at talk can be reliably segmented.
After segmentation, the data was manually annotated to capture two aspects of classroom talk, argument component and specificity, using the ELA classroom-oriented annotation scheme developed by Lugini et al. (2018) . The argument component types in this scheme, which is based on the Toulmin model (1958), are: (i) Claim: an arguable statement that presents a particular interpretation of a text or topic. (ii) Evidence 1 : facts, documentation, text reference, or testimony used to support or justify a claim. (iii) Warrant: rea-sons explaining how a specific evidence instance supports a specific claim.
Chisholm and Godley (2011) observed how specificity has an impact on the quality of the discussion, while Swanson et al. (2015) noted that a relationship exists between specificity and the quality of arguments in online forum dialogues. For the purpose of investigating whether there exists a relationship between specificity and argument components, we additionally annotated data for specificity following the same coding scheme (Lugini et al., 2018) . Specificity labels are directly related to four elements for an argument move: (1) it is specific to one (or a few) character or scene; (2) it makes significant qualifications or elaborations; (3) it uses content-specific vocabulary (e.g. quotes from the text); (4) it provides a chain of reasons. The specificity annotation scheme by Lugini et al. includes three labels along a linear scale: (i) Low: statement that does not contain any of these elements.
(ii) Medium: statement that accomplishes one of these elements. (iii) High: statement that clearly accomplishes at least two specificity elements. Only student turns were considered for annotations; teacher turns at talk were filtered out and do not appear in the final dataset. Table 1 shows a coded excerpt of a transcript from a discussion about the movie Princess Bride.
The resulting dataset consists of 2047 argument moves from 73 discussions. As we can see from the label distribution shown in Table 2 , students produced a high number of claims, while warrant is the minority class. We can also observe a class imbalance for specificity labels, though the ratio between majority and minority classes is lower than that for argument component labels.
We evaluated inter-rater reliability on a subset of our dataset composed of 1049 argument moves from 50 discussions double-coded by two annotators. Cohen's unweighted kappa for argument component labels was 0.629, while quadraticweighted kappa for specificity labels (since they are ordered) was 0.641, which shows substantial agreement.
The average number of argument moves among the discussions is 27.3 while the standard deviation is 25.6, which shows a high variability in discussion length. The average number of words per argument move and standard deviation are 22.6 and 22.1, respectively, which also shows large variability in how much students speak.
Stu Argument Move
Arg Comp Spec S1 Well Fezzik went back to how he was, Claim Low S1 like how he gets lost. Then he goes like he needs to be around other people. And then finally when he does, he gets himself like relying on himself. But then right at the end, he doesnt know where hes at; he makes a wrong turn.
Evidence Med S1 cause he tried doing it by himself and he cant. So I think Fezzik went back to his normal ways, like after he changed.
Warrant High Table 1 : Coded excerpt of a discussion of the movie Princess Bride. Student S1 first makes a claim about Fezzik's behavior, then provides evidence by listing a series of events, then connects such events to his claim using a warrant. As the argument progresses, the specificity level increases. 
Argument Component

Argument Component Classification
In this section we outline an existing argument component classification system that will serve as a baseline for our experiments, then propose several new models that use features extracted from neural networks and hand-crafted features, as well as models that use multi-task learning.
Existing Argument Mining System
The wLDA 2 system was developed for performing argument component identification, classification, and relation extraction from student essays. For the purpose of this study, we only consider the argument component classification subsystem. The model is based on a support vector machine classifier which exploits features able to improve crosstopic performance. The feature set consists of four main subsets: lexical features (argument words, verbs, adverbs, presence of modal verbs, discourse connectives, singular first person pronoun); parse features (argumentative subject-verb pairs, tense of the main verb, number of sub-clauses, depth of parse tree); structural features (number of tokens, token ratio, number of punctuation signs, sentence position, first/last paragraph, first/last sentence of paragraph); context features (number of tokens, number of punctuation signs, number of sub-clauses, modal verb in preceding/following sentences) extracted from the sentences before and after the one considered; four additional features for abstracting over essay topics.
Since the model was trained on essays annotated for major claim, claim, and premise, but not on warrants, in our evaluation we did not take into account misclassification errors for argument moves in our dataset labeled as warrants. The pre-trained system performs argument component identification using a multiclass classification approach, such that each input will be classified as non argumentative, major claim, claim or premise. Since our goal is to evaluate performance related to the component classification problem, we ignored all the argument moves classified as non argumentative by wLDA. Considering the definitions of premise and evidence in the Toulmin model (1958), we made the assumption of the two labels being equivalent for this study, i.e. if the predicted class for an argument move is premise and its gold standard label in our dataset is evidence, we consider the prediction correct. In the same way we consider both claim and major claim labels as equivalent to claims in our dataset.
Neural Network Models
Since the pre-trained model did not work well on our dataset, and the features it is based on show a large gap in performance compared to the original work (see Section 5), we decided to use neural networks, and evaluate their ability to automatically extract meaningful features. The proposed models consist of variations of two basic neural network models, namely Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models. All the choices regarding the models were made in order to keep complexity and the number of weights at a minimum, since neural network models require in general a large amount of training data, while we have a limited size dataset. The CNN model is based on a model proposed by Kim (2014) and already used for argument mining in the past (Daxenberger et al., 2017) , with a difference in the number of convolutional/pooling layers. In particular, our model uses 3 convolutional/max pooling layers instead of 6, and only one fully connected layer after the convolutional ones, followed by a softmax layer used for classification. This choice resulted from observing significant overfitting when increasing the number of convolutional layers due to the increase in the number of model weights and the limited dataset size. Figure 1 shows diagrams for the different neural network setups used in our experiments.
The RNN model consists of a single Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) . After propagating a complete argument move through the LSTM network, the resulting hidden state is the feature vector used as input to a softmax layer which outputs the predicted label. Recurrent neural networks have also been used in the context of argument mining (Daxenberger et al., 2017; Niculae et al., 2017) . We set the size of the hidden state to 75 based on several factors. Following Bengio (Bengio, 2012) , we decided to have an overcomplete network, i.e. one in which the size of the hidden state is bigger than the size of the input. Since the dimensionality of our character-based encoding is 37 and that for wordbased embeddings is 50, we chose a hidden state with size greater than 50 (we use the same hidden state size for both models). Increasing the size introduced overfitting even quicker than the CNN model, given that the number of weights increases more quickly for our LSTM model.
When using text as input to a neural network, we can generally view an argument move as either a sequence of characters, or as a sequence of words. Unlike previous neural network-based argument mining models, each of our models was evaluated under both conditions: for characterbased models we used a one-hot encoding (oneout of n) for each letter and number -special characters were filtered since they don't hold particular meaning in speech, and we cannot be sure of transcription conventions; for word-based models we used Global Vectors (GloVe) (Pennington et al., 2014) with dimensionality of 50. An important aspect to consider is that, while word-based models have some prior knowledge encoded in the word embeddings, character-based models do not.
Since neural network models usually require a large amount of training data to be effective, and we have relatively fewer number of argument moves compared to number of model weights, we also tested hybrid models in which a neural network output is combined with handcrafted features before the final softmax classification layer, as shown in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (d) . Both CNN and LSTM models used categorical crossentropy as loss function, and the number of epochs was automatically selected at training time by monitoring performance on a validation set consisting of 10% of the training set for each fold.
Multi-task Learning
As we can see from Figure 2 , the argument label distributions are different for the three specificity levels. This leads us to believe a relationship exists between the specificity and argumentation annotations, therefore we decided to see whether specificity labels can be used to improve the performance of our argument mining models.
Multi-task learning for neural network models has shown promising results in the machine learning field (Weston et al., 2012; Andrychowicz et al., 2016) . It has recently been used in argument mining: Schulz et al. (2018) proposed a multi-task learning setup in which the primary task consists of jointly performing argument component identification and classification (framed as a sequence tagging problem), while the additional tasks consist of the same task applied to different datasets. They showed that the multi-task models achieved better performance than single-task learning especially when limited in-domain training data is available for the primary task.
Unlike (Schulz et al., 2018) , we decided to implement as secondary task specificity prediction on the same data as the primary task. The underlying neural network setup was also different: while Schulz et al. used a bidirectional LSTM followed by a Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifier (Reimers and Gurevych, 2017) , we were restricted to non-sequence classifiers. We implemented multi-task learning in one of the standard ways: the embeddings generated by the networks are completely shared for both tasks of predicting argumentation and specificity. For the CNN model, we added a second softmax layer for predicting specificity after the convolutional/pooling layers. Similarly, for the LSTM model we added a second softmax layer that operates on the final hidden state of the network to predict specificity. In both multi-task models specificity and argumentation are predicted at the same time, the loss function is computed as the sum of the individual loss functions for both tasks (the loss function for the specificity softmax layer is categorical cross-entropy as well), and gradient updates are backpropagated through the network. This process results in embeddings trained jointly for the two tasks, which can effectively capture information relevant to both specificity and argumentation.
Online Dialogue Features
Since our dataset is based on multi-party discussion, it shares similarities with prior argumentation work in multi-party online dialogues. Therefore we experiment with features from (Swanson et al., 2015) , organized into three main subsets: semantic-density features (number of pronouns, descriptive word-level statistics, number of occurrences of words of different lengths), lexical features (tf-idf feature for each unigram and bigram, descriptive argument move-level statistics), and syntactic features (unigrams, bigrams and trigrams of part of speech tags). The only difference between the original features and the ones we implemented consists in the use of Speciteller (Li and Nenkova, 2015) . As observed by Lugini and Litman (Lugini and Litman, 2017) , applying Speciteller as-is to domains other than news articles results in a considerable drop in performance. Therefore, instead of including the specificity score obtained by directly applying Specificity to an argument move, we decided to use Speciteller's features.
Experiments and Results
This section provides our experimental results. In Section 5.1 we will test our first hypothesis: using an argument mining system trained in a different domain will result in low performance, which can be improved by re-training on classroom discussions and by adding new features. Section 5.2 will be used to test our second hypothesis: neural network models can automatically extract important features for argument component classification. Our third hypothesis will be tested in Section 5.3: adding handcrafted features (i.e. online dialogue features, wLDA features) to the ones automatically extracted by neural networks will result in an increase of performance. Lastly, we will test our fourth hypothesis in Section 5.4: jointly learning to predict argument component type and specificity will result in more robust models and achieve a further performance improvement.
Our experiments evaluate every model using a leave-one-transcript-out cross validation: each fold contains one transcript as test set and the remaining 72 as training set. Cohen kappa, and unweighted precision, recall, and f-score were used as evaluation metrics.
The following python libraries were used for implementing and testing the different models: Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) , Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015) , Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) , NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) .
Given that in our dataset warrants appear much less frequently than claims and evidence, data imbalance is a problem we need to address. If trained naively, the limited amount of training data and the unbalanced class distribution lead the neural network models to specialize towards claims and evidence, with much weaker performance on warrants. This is also the case for non neural network models, although the impact on performance is lower. To combat this phenomenon we decided to use oversampling (Buda et al., 2017) in order to create a balanced dataset, hoping to further reduce the performance gap between the different classes 3 . After computing the class frequency distribution on the training set, we randomly sampled moves from the two minority classes and added them to the current training set, repeating the process until the class distribution was completely balanced (i.e. until the number of argument moves for each class equals the number of moves in the majority class) 4 , while the test set was unchanged. Table 3 shows the results for all experiments. The statistical significance results in the table use the system in row 3 as the comparison baseline, as wLDA represents a system specifically designed for argument component classification (among other tasks). Additional statistical comparisons are provided in the text as well.
Using wLDA Off the Shelf
Since not all the argument moves were considered when computing results for the pre-trained out of the box wLDA model (see Section 4.1), the results in row 2 are not directly comparable to others. Nonetheless they show the upper bound in performance of the pre-trained model, and we can see that it is comparable to a majority baseline which always predicts the majority class in each fold. This result shows that claims and evidence expressed in written essays and classroom discussions have very little in common. This is clearer when we look at improvement obtained training a logistic regression model 5 using the same wLDA features on our dataset (row 3), which outperforms the pre-trained wLDA in all metrics (row 2), and indicates that the wLDA features are still able to somewhat distinguish between claims and evidence while performing considerably worse on warrants. Additionally, if we add to this model the online dialogue feature set, the resulting model improves all results and obtains the best kappa overall (row 4). This confirms our hypothesis: given the similarity that exists between our domain and online dialogues, features developed for analyzing argumentation in online dialogues are also useful in classroom discussions.
Neural Network Models Alone
Our second hypothesis is validated by the results in Table 3 by comparing row 3 with rows 7, 11, 15, and 19, where we can see that the CNN models achieve performance comparable to a classifier trained on features specifically developed for argument component classification. This indicates that convolutional neural network models are able to extract useful features. Additionally, when comparing the best of these models (row 19, with respect to f-score) to the best performing model based only on handcrafted features (row 4), the difference in performance is not statistically significant for any of the metrics in Table 3 .
Looking more closely at the results obtained using neural network models alone we can see two different trends. While LSTM models show performance comparable to random chance (e.g. row 5, with kappa close to zero and lower than the majority baseline), three of our four CNN models (rows 7, 15, 19) perform as well as or better than the wLDA based model (row 3) (except for precision in row 19 and F e in row 7). Overall, under the same conditions CNN models almost always outperform LSTM models. One interesting difference between the two models is that the prior knowledge introduced by word embeddings in word-based models is essential for improving performance of LSTMs (e.g. row 5 vs row 9), while this is not the case for CNN models (e.g. row 7 vs row 11). The length of sequences (i.e. argument moves) for character-based models makes it extremely hard for LSTMs to capture long-term dependencies, especially with limited amount of training data. Convolutional models, on the other hand, learn kernels that effectively function as feature detectors and seem to be able to better distinguish important features, and do not always bene- Table 3 : Results obtained with the baseline model/features and the proposed neural network models using different feature sets. Each line represents the average of a transcript-wise cross validation. Best results are in bold. , † , and ‡ indicate statistical significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels respectively, compared to the model in row 3. The three right-most columns represent per-class F-score for evidence, warrants, and claims respectively.
fit from word level inputs.
Adding wLDA Features and Online Dialogue Features
It is clear from Table 3 that almost all neural network models benefit from additional handcrafted features (with the exception of precision and recall for rows 13 and 14). This is not surprising, given that neural networks require a large amount of data to be trained effectively, and although random oversampling helped, we still have a limited amount of training data. Even when including additional features the two architectures show slightly different trends: CNN usually outperform LSTM, however LSTM models benefit more from the additional features. This is at least in part due to LSTMs initially having lower performance without handcrafted features. We analyzed the importance of different subsets of the online dialogue features through a feature ablation study. For CNN models, removing any subset of features resulted in a decrease in performance, except for the syntax subset in the character level CNN + wLDA + online dialogue model in both single task and multitask settings. For LSTM models, all feature subsets contributed to increasing performance in the multi-task settings, while that was not always true for the single task models.
Multi-task Learning
Finally, we analyze the impact of multi-task learning in argument component classification. Our findings are in line with the literature in other domains, with results showing that models trained on argumentation and specificity labels almost always outperform the ones trained only on argumentation. LSTMs benefit from the multi-task setup more than CNN models: among all combinations of LSTM models, the only one able to achieve kappa greater than 0.2 and f-score greater than 0.4 is a multi-task one. Additionally, the word-level CNN model using wLDA and online dialogue feature sets and trained using multi-task learning is the only model able to achieve f-score greater than 0.3 for warrants. It should be noted that although the neural network based model at row 20 outperforms the logistic regression model at row 4 in terms of precision, recall, and F-score, the difference in performance is not statistically significant, and neither is the reduction in kappa and F c .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we evaluated the performance of an existing argument mining system developed for a different educational application (i.e. student essays) on a corpus composed of spoken classroom discussions. Although the pre-trained system showed poor performance on our dataset, its features show promising results when used in a model specifically trained on classroom discussions. We extracted additional feature sets based on related work in the online dialogue domain, and showed that combining online dialogue and student essay features achieves the highest kappa on our dataset. We then developed additional models based on two types of neural networks, showing that performance can be further improved. We provided an experimental evaluation of the differences between convolutional networks and recurrent networks, and between character-based and word-based models. Lastly, we showed that argument component classification models can benefit from multi-task learning, when adding a secondary task consisting of predicting specificity.
Even though we were able to achieve better performance compared to a pre-trained system and a majority baseline, we are far from the performance of argument mining systems in other domains such as student essays or legal texts. Although the wLDA features extract information from previous argument moves, we plan to take advantage of the collaborative nature of our corpus by extending the feature sets in order to exploit contextual information and develop models that can explicitly take advantage of previous argument moves. Given the performance improvements obtained with multitask models, we also plan to extend these models and include additional tasks at training time with the hope of further boosting performance. We also plan to add other types of cross validation, since leave-one-transcript-out introduces great variability in the composition of test sets, possibly attenuating the statistical significance for some results.
